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Factsheet 
 
The ‘Hub’ entrance space at Kensington Palace has been created 

offering new visitor facilities in the lower ground floor level following a 

£12million project to transform the palace. 

 

Alexandra Kim, Curator for the new Hub space said ‘Acme’s simple but clever design 

for our new Hub space not only creates a wonderful welcome to Kensington for our 

visitors but also provides a fabulous introduction to the four new narrative routes in 

the palace and some of Kensington’s key characters that they’ll meet along the way.’    

 

Hub Entrance 

Visitors are welcomed from the new gardens, through into the main entrance foyer, 

with group and education entrances plus a new cloak room and ticketing space to the 

left, new retail spaces including a new shop and family shop and café are located on 

the right.  The simple, elegant and welcoming design for the Hub has been created by 

the exhibition designers and interpretative planners Acme Design Studios.  Their 

concept for the hub spaces cleverly introduces visitors to the four new interpretative 

routes which can be explored in the palace.   

 

White Court 

The new ticketing space, White Court, has been designed by John Simpson, with its 

exuberant scheme of orange and red striped canopy and marble ticketing desk it 

supplies a suitably regal welcome to Kensington's visitors. 

 

Stone Hall  

Luminous lace – a new light sculpture for Kensington Palace  

The luminous lace piece, created by designers Loop.pH, is a specially commissioned 

light sculpture lying at the heart of Kensington’s new entrance, drawing visitors 

through the space, providing a focus for the stone hall that lies beyond and helping 

visitors to navigate their way through the Palace by offering a beacon to which they 

can return.   

 

Loop.pH, is a London based art and design studio founded by Mathias Gmachl and 

Rachel Wingfield in 2003 to create a new design practice reaching beyond specialist 

boundaries, mediating between digital & biological media and facilitating participatory 
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design and urban crafts. Their luminous lace piece for Kensington is made from almost 

4 kilometres of electroluminescent wire and hundreds of Swarovski crystals.  It creates 

striking, modern and unusual sculptures which at the same time echoes the textile 

history of the palace by taking inspiration from the Royal Ceremonial Dress Collection, 

especially examples of lace.   

 

Historically lace was an incredibly costly fabric, which would have been a key element 

of dress for appearing at court.  Lace was also an important element for accessorising 

fashionable dress.   

 

The crystals have been donated by Swarovski who have a programme of supporting 

emerging talent in different artistic fields from fashion to architecture.   

 

In the four niches of the stone hall visitors will find character chairs specially designed 

by Acme to introduce the four different narrative routes.  Each chair is filled with 

references to the stories visitors discover as they journey around the palace.  So, for 

example, the Queen’s chair has a back of tulips and carved wooden birds to represent 

Queen Mary’s love of tulips and songbirds.  The Victoria chair is inspired by the Albert 

Memorial and covered with prints of Victoria and her family, and the multi coloured 

ribbons on the 20th century chair represent the many different charities of which 

Princess Diana and Princess Margaret were patrons.  Behind the chairs are Acme 

designed monograms for each of the routes, which form a key part of the wayfinding 

for visitors.   

 

Stone stairs 

Once visitors have purchased their tickets they will start their journey entering the 

Stone stairs.  Famously the site where Queen Victoria first set eyes on her future 

husband Prince Albert, visitors can choose to turn right up the staircase to explore the 

new exhibition Victoria Revealed or proceed straight ahead into the vestibule area to 

continue their journey. 

 

Vestibule 

The Vestibule is a key space for the visitor experience.  From this room visitors can 

make their way to all of the four different routes.  An area where they can decide 

which route to explore first and introduce them to some of the key Kensington figures 

they will meet on their way.  The ceiling is covered with quotations from a range of 

Kensington residents, and the walls are hung with portraits of some of Kensington’s 

most famous individuals – past and present. Visitors can enjoy their surroundings by 

sitting on the specially made ‘conversation’ seat. 
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To help guide visitors along their chosen path each route is signified with a trail of 

stitches.  Acme used the Royal Ceremonial Dress Collection to inspire the four designs 

which represent historically relevant embroidery stitches.  The maroon cross stitch 

popular in the 19th century represents the Victoria Revealed route and the temporary 

display of Diana dresses is represented by a contemporary blue running stitch.   The 

King’s route has a golden satin stitch, echoing the exquisite embroidery on 18th century 

court clothes and the Queen’s route has a green French knot trail which references 

Queen Mary’s love of embroidery and knotting.   

 

From the vestibule visitors can either return into the stone stairs to visit Victoria 

Revealed or choose to pursue the Kings Apartments route, Queens Apartments route, 

the route leading to the display of Princess Diana dresses and in May a new route will 

be added leading to the exhibition space of the new Pigott Galleries which will host 

‘Jubilee - A view from the crowd’. 

 

Paintings (clockwise from north wall): 

Duke and Duchess of Cambridge by Mario Testino, 2010 (lent by Mario Testino), 

Princess Margaret (1930–2002) by Lord Snowdon, 1967, King William III (1650–1702) 

on Horseback by Jan Wyck, 1690–1695 (lent by the Government Art Collection), 

Queen Anne (1665–1714) and William, Duke of Gloucester (1689–1700) studio of Sir 

Godfrey Kneller, c.1694 (lent by National Portrait Gallery), Queen Mary II (1662–1694) 

attributed to Jan van der Vaart, 1692–1694 (lent by National Portrait Gallery), Princess 

Louise, Marchioness of Lorne (1848–1939) by George Koberwein, 1871 (lent by the 

Royal Collection), Queen Victoria (1819–1901) by Malcolm Stewart, after Heinrich von 

Angeli, 1908 (lent by Warwickshire County Council), Princess Diana (1961–1997)by 

Mario Testino, 1997, George II (1683–1760) by John Singleton Copley, 1775–1815 (lent 

by Rotherham Heritage Services), George I (1660–1727) on Horseback by David Morier 

(lent by Warwickshire County Council) 

 

Also on this level is access to the palace’s new Clore Learning Centre and lift access to 

all floors. 

 


